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GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.) 

  
Geography  
 
SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
Measuring household urban and suburban sustainability initiatives  
 
FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH 
 
 Name:  ____Ashley Allen__________________________________________           
 
 Department: __Geology and Geography________________________________________  
 
 Campus phone:  ___740.368.3624_________________ 
 
 Email user name: ___ alallen@owu.edu ___________________________________ 
 
ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks): Requested Number of Students: 

 
 Beginning:     _____18 May 2020___________  one   _X__ 
 
 Ending: ____27 July 2020___________   two   ____ 
 
IF REQUESTING TWO STUDENTS:  (Please indicate rationale for requesting two students, including 
willingness to work with just one student, if that is all that can be placed in your project.) 
 
 
 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER  (be as specific as possible) 

  
 
The student chosen to help with this project should have previous geography or environmental studies 
coursework, interest in sustainability/ food waste reduction initiatives, and feel comfortable working 
with red worms.  
 
  
 
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum) 
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The greening of cities is known to promote healthy living, biodiversity, and sustainable practice, but most work 
has been done on public spaces. Now researchers are looking into the impacts of private spaces, which make up 
more than 40% of the urban environment and are often outside of municipal and policy interests (Beumer 2018, 
Zwaagstra 2014). Much work has been done on the social and environmental impacts of reducing food waste 
and employing more sustainable practices at home, with most agreeing that the household is a scale in which 
individuals can monitor consumption, examine capacities of vulnerability and resilience to climate change, and 
examine ways that people can mitigate their own environmental impacts (Gibson, Head, and Carr 2014, Bulkeley 
and Tuts 2013, Waitt et. al 2012). This project seeks to contribute to that research by understand the impact of 
some conscious efforts to reduce waste and promote sustainable food practices on the household scale by 
measuring two practices: composting and domestic gardening. 
 
This project will test multiple individual, at-home sustainability practices to gauge which is most effective at 
combating household waste and promoting sustainable food production in urban and suburban settings. To do 
this, we will use three different types of indoor composting systems (electric, manual, and vermicomposting) to 
ascertain which is the best for in home use. Many different variables will be tested and tracked weekly, including 
pH level, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium levels, temperature, and moisture levels. The student will also 
measure objective variables, such as ease of use, variation of what can and cannot be composted depending on 
method, and smell.  
 
We will also test the quality of the compost by measuring its ability to aid plant growth in two different at-home 
gardening environments, a backyard raised-bed vegetable garden and an indoor vegetable and herb garden. The 
student will measure the effectiveness of the compost by assessing plant growth, moisture levels, and soil health.  
 
Through the student’s experience they will: 

• Gain practical knowledge of sustainability and food waste management 
• Collect and assess soil and moisture samples 
• Develop skills for graduate school or individualized research, such as learning to read and analyze 

scientific papers to create a literature review, organizing multiple quantitative and qualitative data 
points, and visualizing their data   

• Have the opportunity to present a poster of the summer research results at the East Lakes Division of 
the American Association of Geographers Annual Meeting in October 2020 

 
References: 
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Bulkeley, H., and R. Tuts. 2013. Understanding urban vulnerability, adaptation and resilience of climate change. 
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2020 OWU SUMMER SCIENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM  
  

RESEARCH PROJECT INFORMATION SHEET  
  

(Faculty information sheet)  
  

 Submission Deadline: 16 January 2020

  

  

  

GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.)

 Molecular Biology/Molecular Genetics Virology  
  

SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT  
Developing a lentivirus vector for Cas9 (CRISPR) delivery into mammalian cells  

  

  
FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH  
  

Name:____SurenAmbegaokar_______________________      
      

  

Department:______Botany and Microbiology/Neuroscience____   

  

Campus phone:_____x3915____________________________  

  

Email user name:_____ssambega@owu.edu__________  
  

ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks):             Requested Number of Students:  
  

Beginning:___May 25,2020_____________                                  one  ____  

  

Ending:___July27,2020______________                                        two  _X___  

   

  

 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER (be as specific aspossible) 

 -BIOL 120 or equivalent.  
 -At least 1 upper-level (numbered “250” or higher) course with a lab section using 

molecular biology techniques (experience with micropipetteng).  
 -Preferred but not required: Experience with sterile technique.  
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DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum)  

  

Cas9-based genetic engineering (also known as “CRISPR” in the popular media) is quickly becoming
 the most common way to alter genetic sequences, both in vivo and ex vivo in cell cultures. This is due 
to the relative simplicity and low cost in reagents needed combined with its high rates of success. 
Most applications of Cas9 technologies rely on simple plasmids to express Cas9 genes and targeting 
RNAs.   
  

While the design of Cas9 plasmids is relatively straight-forward, introducing these plasmids into an 
actual cell or tissue in order for them to be expressed is less so. Different methods of transfection 
are available, but some cell types are more resistant to common transfection methods, like 
lipofectamine or calcium-phosphate.   

  

Viral vectors have proved the most efficient for transfection of Cas9 plasmids, in nearly all cell 
types. Lentiviruses are commonly used as vectors for such transfections.  
  

This project is to develop lentivirus vectors to contain 2 previously designed Cas9 plasmids that 
target two different genes in Vero cell lines. These plasmids were also developed by 2 OWU 
students as an SSRP project in a previous year. These genes are hypothesized to have anti-viral 
effects in response to vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)  and other viruses. Vero cells are derived from 
monkey kidney cells, which make them similar in genetics and cell biology to human cells.   
  

This project will require maintaining a stable cell line of Vero cells and other cell lines, growing and 
quantifying lentivirus titers, and testing the success of plasmid transfection via fluorescent 
microscopy and quantitative PCR (qPCR).   
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GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.) 

Neuroscience, Psychology  
 
SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
Examining Cognitive and Brain Functions through Video Games 
 
 
FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH 
 
 Name:  Kira Bailey          
 
 Department: Neuroscience/Psychology  
 
 Campus phone:  3808 
 
 Email user name: kmbailey@owu.edu 
 
ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks): Requested Number of Students: 

 
 Beginning:     May 11th  one   ____ 
 
 Ending: July 17th   two   __X__ 
 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER  (be as specific as possible) 

For this project, the student should have an interest in understanding human cognition through video 
games. Prior coursework or experience with the coding and/or electroencephalography 
(measurement of human brain waves) is strongly preferred, but students willing to learn these skills 
are encouraged to apply. The student should be comfortable learning new computer software. 
Completion of any of the following courses is strongly recommended, but not necessarily required: 
Introduction to Neuroscience (NEUR 250), Cognitive Neuroscience (PSYC 342), Computational 
Neuroscience (NEUR 323). Students who have taken CS courses or have prior experience with coding 
are encouraged to apply.  
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DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum) 

A growing body of evidence suggests that action video game (AVG) experience is associated with 
improvements in visual/spatial attention and executive functioning (Feng, Spence, & Pratt, 2007; 
Green & Bavelier, 2003, 2006, 2007; Green, Pouget, & Bavelier, 2010; West, Stevens, Pun, & Pratt, 
2008) and changes in brain function (Knols et al., 2017). The significance of this finding lies in the 
implication that the skills acquired in an AVG might be transferred to other contexts (Boot, Blakely, & 
Simons, 2011; Green & Bavelier, 2003), which is in contrast to findings from a wealth of training 
paradigms wherein improvements in performance transfer very narrowly (to highly similar tasks) or 
not at all (Ball et al., 2002; Hertzog et al., 2009; Owen et al., 2010).  
 
The seemingly broad transfer of skills from AVGs after little to moderate amounts of training (10 to 50 
hours) has led some researchers (Bavelier et al., 2012; Green & Bavelier, 2008) to recommend the use 
of AVGs in training protocols among populations that would benefit from enhanced visual attention 
and cognition (e.g., older adults pilots, military personnel). These recommendations may be 
premature, however; there are several methodological criticisms of the past research (Boot, Blakely, & 
Simons, 2011; Bisoglio et al., 2014). One criticism is that the use of readily available commercial video 
games does not allow for strong experimental control over the numerous variables that could 
influence cognitive skills. At this point it is nearly impossible to know what features of a given video 
game are training which cognitive skills.  
 
The proposed project is designed to address this criticism by developing a new video game specifically 
designed to train cognitive skills. In addition to allowing the researchers greater control over 
important variables, this game will also allow for simultaneous recording of brain activity during game 
play, which only a few studies have achieved (e.g., Mondejar et al., 2018). This would allow us to 
examine brain changes during, as well as after, video game training, which may provide information 
about the mechanisms of video game effects that could be used to develop future training protocols.  
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   2020 OWU SUMMER SCIENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM    

    

RESEARCH PROJECT INFORMATION SHEET  
  

(Faculty information sheet)  

  

  Submission Deadline: 16 January 2020  

GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.)  
Biology (Physiology)         

  

SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT  
Understanding species response to climate change: A case study with lizards in the Pyrenees  

  

  

FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH  

  
  Name:  _Eric Gangloff_____________________________________________             

  
  Department: _Zoology________________________________________   

  

  Campus phone:  _ 740-368-3892 ______________________________________  

  
  Email user name: _ejgangloff@owu.edu_____________________________________  

  

ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks):  Requested Number of Students:  

  

  Beginning:     __12 May 2020_____________________________  one   ____  

  
  Ending:  _17 July 2020_____________________________    two   _X___  

  

 

  

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER  (be as specific as possible) 

Students should have the following qualifications:  

(1) Experience with handling live animals;  

(2) Comfort with traveling abroad in a place where English is not the primary language (some 
knowledge of French is helpful but not necessary);  

(3) Experience with meticulous record keeping and/or data collection;  

(4) Students with interest in evolutionary biology and/or physiology preferred.    
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DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum)  

As a result of recent climate warming, the common wall lizard (Podarcis muralis), has expended its 
range upward in elevation, notably in the Pyrenees Mountains of France. We don’t yet know the 
mechanisms that allow (or prevent) this range expansion in most animals. This upward colonization 
might be good for this species, but it can create problems for other species through competition for 
shared resources.   

In my previous work, we conducted experiments in controlled settings with wild-caught animals 
brought into captivity to understand how P. muralis might respond to living at high elevation. While 
the data from these lab experiments are important, without knowing how the animals behave in their 
natural environments it is difficult to predict their responses to future climates. Students on this 
project will work with me and a team of French collaborators to conduct an important set of field 
observations to understand how these lizards respond to temperature variation in natural habitat 
across an elevational gradient.  

We will conduct intensive field sampling and observation of lizard populations at low, medium, and 
high elevation sites. We have identified these sites in our previous work and have the required 
equipment and resources to complete the observations. We will address the following biological 
questions:  

• What are the minimum, maximum, and average activity temperatures of P. muralis in natural 
habitats?  

• How do ambient temperature and humidity affect thermoregulatory behaviors (i.e., how 
precisely do they thermoregulate)?  

• How are these behaviors affected by age class, sex, and reproductive status?  

• How do these behaviors vary among lizards across an elevational gradient?  

This work will be accomplished by first individually identifying all (or nearly all) lizards at a given 
site. We will hand capture each lizard (using the well-established and safe lasso method), collect 
morphometric data (body length, head dimensions, leg length, mass), and mark the lizard with a 
semipermanent paint marker to allow subsequent individual identification from a distance. After 
allowing lizards to recover in their natural habitat for 48 h, we will return to the site and conduct 
standardized observations at 10 min intervals for the duration of the activity period for the entire 
day (approximately 7am-8pm) and photograph all lizards using a thermal imaging camera. From 
these images, we can extract thermal profiles for known individuals across the duration of their 
activity period. We will conduct these standardized observations once per week at each of the three 
sites over a six-week period (18 observation days total). Simultaneously, we will record temperatures 
and humidity at each site using data loggers for the duration of the sampling period, thus allowing us 
to place the data on lizard activity and body temperature in the specific context of their experienced 
environmental temperature.  

The combination of field observation and experimentation make the data obtained from this work 
unique in the field of thermal biology and highly informative for predicting species distributions 
under future climate scenarios. It thus represents a major and important contribution to these fields 
of biological research.  

Students will spend the first three weeks of the SSRP program in Delaware, conducting 
preliminary measures and preparing for the trip. We will then work in France from 
approximately 1 June to 15 July. Students will then return to complete the SSRP program.  

This research project for students complements the research I will be conducting this summer, with 
support from a TEW Grant. Additionally, with my French collaborators, we have funding support from 
the INTERREG POCTEFA: Programme Opérationel de Coopération Transfrontalière Espagne-
FranceAndorre to support expendable field supplies and transportation to study sites. Furthermore, I 



am currently working with a group of students to submit a Theory-to-Practice grant to fund 
transportation and lodging costs of the travel.  
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2020 OWU SUMMER SCIENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM  

  

RESEARCH PROJECT INFORMATION SHEET  
  

(Faculty information sheet)  

  

Submission Deadline: 16 January 2020  

  

  

GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad  overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, 

environmental science, etc.)  

  

Astrophysics  

  

SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT  

  

Starspots on LO Pegasi  

  

FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH  

  

 Name:  Robert Harmon    

  

Department: Physics and Astronomy  

  

Campus phone:  3778  

  

Email user name: roharmon  

  

ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks): Requested Number of Students:  

  

 Beginning:   May 18 two  

  

 Ending: July 24   

  

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER   ( be as specific as possible)

   

  

Successful completion of PHYS 111 Lab  

Please save as a pdf and email completed form to ssrp@owu.edu  as an attachment (pdf file)  
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DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT  ( attach statement; one page maximum)  

  

Even as imaged by the Hubble Space Telescope, stars appear to be featureless pinpoints. As 

a result, it is necessary to use indirect techniques in order to obtain information about their 

surface features. This project uses a particular technique for doing that called Light-curve 

Inversion (LI).  

  

Of particular interest are “starspots,” which are analogous to sunspots on the Sun, and are 

known to be present on certain classes of stars. Like sunspots, starspots are believed to be 

manifestations of stellar magnetic fields. The study of starspots can thus provide valuable 

insights into the physics of the magnetic dynamos operating in the Sun and other stars.  

  

If there is a dark spot on the surface, then every time the star’s rotation carries the spot  

into view from Earth, there will be a dip in the star’s brightness. If we knew in detail the 

appearance of the star’s surface, a relatively straightforward calculation would allow us to 

predict the star’s brightness as a function of time, i.e., its light curve. With LI we attempt to 

go in the other direction: knowing the light curve, determine the appearance of the star’s 

surface. This is not a simple matter, because the problem is ill-posed, in that very different 

surfaces can give rise to nearly identical light curves. This arises because the effects of a 

large number of small bright and dark patches on the surface would nearly but not 

completely cancel, such that their presence would impart a low-amplitude, high-frequency 

“ripple” on the light curve as the star rotates. This ripple would look very similar to random 

noise, with the result that a straightforward attempt to find the surface that best replicates 

the observed light curve will produce a surface peppered with spurious bright and dark 

spots that are merely noise artifacts. LI circumvents this problem by constraining the 

solution so as to favor surfaces which are “smooth” and thus free of noise artifacts in a well-

defined sense.  

  

The student who works on this project will apply LI to a particular star, LO Pegasi, that is 

particularly well-suited for a summer research project: It is well-placed for observation in 

June and July, and it has a short 10.153-hour rotation period, making it relatively easy to 

gather enough data for analysis of its starspots. Images of a star field surrounding LO 

Pegasi will be obtained using a QSI 632 CCD camera and B, V, R and I photometric filters 

at OWU’s Perkins Observatory. Standard reductions (dark subtraction and flat fielding) will 

be performed on the images in order to reduce random noise and systematic errors. Then 

differential aperture photometry will be used to obtain the light curve (plot of intensity vs. 

time) of LO Pegasi as seen through each filter. Using multiple filters significantly improves 

the latitude resolution of the technique by taking advantage of the wavelength dependence 

of the limb darkening (center-to-edge dimming) of the stellar surface. The light curve data 

will then be analyzed via LI to produce maps of the stellar surface. This summer’s data will 

also be compared to data obtained from 2014-2019.   

  

I anticipate that the student will present their results at the national meeting of the 

American Astronomical Society in Phoenix, AZ in January 2021.  
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GENERAL	AREA	OF	RESEARCH		(broad	overall	area	such	as	genetics,	biochemistry,	environmental	science,	etc.)	
	 	
Methodological	Statistics	(development	and	assessment	of	new	methods	for	analyzing	data,	as	opposed	
to	the	application	of	existing	methods	to	the	analysis	of	an	existing	data	set)	
	
SPECIFIC	TITLE	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	
	
Estimation	and	Inference	for	Correlation	Under	Censoring.	
	
FACULTY	SUPERVISING	RESEARCH	
	
	 Name:		________Scott	Linder__________________________					 	
	
	 Department:	_Mathematics	and	Computer	Science___	 	
	
	 Campus	phone:		____368-3660_______________________	
	
	 Email	user	name:	_____rslinder_________________________________	
	
ANTICIPATED	RESEARCH	DATES,	(ten	weeks):	 Requested	Number	of	Students:	
	
	 Beginning:					___M	5.11	or	M	5.18	(I’m	flexible,	but	would	prefer	5.11)	 one			__X__	
	
	 Ending:	 __F	7.17	or	F	7.24____________________________			 two			____	
	
IF	REQUESTING	TWO	STUDENTS:		(Please	indicate	rationale	for	requesting	two	students,	including	
willingness	to	work	with	just	one	student,	if	that	is	all	that	can	be	placed	in	your	project.)	
	
N/A	
	
MINIMUM	QUALIFICATIONS	OF	STUDENT	RESEARCHER		(be	as	specific	as	possible)	
	 	
{Math	230	(Applied	Statistics)	}		OR	{Two	classes	in	Statistics	/	Research	Methods}.	
	
Prefer	prior	exposure	(at	least	weak	exposure)	to	computer	programming	OR	use	of	a	major	statistical	
software	package	(R,	SPSS,	SAS…	not	just	Excel).	
	
Interest	in	Statistics.	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
2020	OWU	SUMMER	SCIENCE	RESEARCH	PROGRAM	

	
RESEARCH	PROJECT	INFORMATION	SHEET	

	

(Faculty	information	sheet)	
	

Submission	Deadline:	16	January	2020		
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DESCRIPTION	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	(attach	statement;	one	page	maximum)	
	
In	many	clinical	and	industrial	settings,	data	are	subjected	to	censoring.		For	example,	in	a	clinical	trial	
20	patients	begin	to	take	a	drug.		Some	explanatory	variable	(X)	and	some	response	(Y)	are	measured	
every	week	over	a	period	of	time.		During	the	experiment,	some	patients	drop	out	of	the	trial,	so	we	have	
measurements	for	such	an	individual	only	up	to	the	time	they	dropped	out.		Measurements	that	would	
have	been	taken	during	the	time	after	dropping	out	have	been	censored.		We	say	that	the	data	collected	
was	subjected	to	censoring.		There	are,	in	fact,	several	kinds	of	censoring	schemes	found	in	practice.	
	
Widely	 used	 and	 conventional	 statistical	 methods	 (t-tests,	 linear	 regression,	 etc.)	 are	 based	 on	
mathematically	 underpinned	 sampling	 distributions.	 	 However,	 when	 data	 has	 been	 subjected	 to	
censoring,	 sampling	 distributions	 are	 mathematically	 intractable	 (they	 can’t	 be	 derived,	 and	 are	
unknown).		In	absence	of	an	alternative,	existing	methods	based	on	complete	and	uncensored	settings	
are	incorrectly	applied	to	this	setting.		This	leads	to	inferences	that	are	sometimes	unreasonable.	
	
In	this	work,	we	will	use	computer	simulation	to	obtain	an	approximation	to	the	sampling	distribution	
of	 the	 sample	 correlation	 coefficient	 when	 data	 has	 been	 subjected	 to	 censoring.	 	 Based	 on	 this	
approximate	 sampling	distribution	we	 then	develop	 estimation	and	 inference	methods	 that	may	be	
applied	to	estimating	correlation	from	samples	taken	in	this	setting.		Finally,	we	examine	the	goodness	
properties	of	these	methods.	
	
This	work	does	not	require	a	substantial	background	in	mathematics.		It	will	be	appreciated	by	a	student	
with	 a	 background	 in	 introductory	 statistics,	 regression	 methods	 in	 particular.	 	 A	 background	 in	
computing	(programming,	simulation,	etc.)	will	be	helpful,	but	is	not	required.	
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GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.) 

  
Computer Science 
SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
Artificial Intelligence of Modern Board Games 
 
FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH 
 
 Name:  Sean McCulloch 
 
 Department: Mathematics and Computer Science 
 
 Campus phone:  3663 
 
 Email user name: stmccull 
 
ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks): Requested Number of Students: 

 
 Beginning:     May 18  one   xx 
 
 Ending: July 24   two   ____ 
 
IF REQUESTING TWO STUDENTS:  (Please indicate rationale for requesting two students, including 
willingness to work with just one student, if that is all that can be placed in your project.) 
 
 
 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER  (be as specific as possible) 

  
 
Successful completion of CS210.  Success in more advanced classes would also be desirable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum) 
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Much work has been done in the past on designing Artificial Intelligence (AI) programs to play “classic” board games, 
such as Chess, Checkers, Othello, and Go. Many of these games have programs that are sufficiently advanced that 
they beat the best human players (see, for example, Refs. [1-3]). In the last ten to twenty years, however, there has 
been a rise in “abstract” or “European-style” board games. These differ from the board games many of us have 
played as children (such as Monopoly or Life) in several areas: (1) the games are typically short, many finishing in 90 
minutes or less; (2) the games usually emphasize player interaction in some way (components such as bidding, 
competing for scarce resources, or trading/negotiation are commonly seen); and (3) the games often are based 
around hidden information, so that nobody can know the whole state of the game. These factors, especially the last 
two, make designing an AI for these games a challenge, and so much less has been done analyzing these games, 
and what has been done has much room for improvement (some examples include Refs. [4, 5], while other game 
companies have been developing AI programs for sale, usually as mobile apps). I have personally created a game-
theoretic agent to play the game Football Strategy [6], and past summer students have created an agent for the 
game Battle Line that is based on probability [7]. 
 
Previous summer students have also begun work on agents for the games Modern Art (a multiplayer auction game), 
Euro Rails (a game where players create rail lines and deliver goods), and Pandemic (a cooperative game where 
players work together to cure diseases before it outbreaks across the world). This summer’s SSRP student can either 
extend the work in these programs, refine the Football Strategy or Battle Line programs, or begin work on an entirely 
new game. 
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GENERAL	AREA	OF	RESEARCH		(broad	overall	area	such	as	genetics,	biochemistry,	environmental	science,	etc.)	
	 Histology,	anatomy,	physiology,	evolution,	microscopy	
	
SPECIFIC	TITLE	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	
Microscopic	data	collection,	literature	search,	and	manuscript	preparation	on	fish	ovary	histology		
	
	
FACULTY	SUPERVISING	RESEARCH	
	
	 Name:		_________Tami	Panhuis_____________________________________										 	
	
	 Department:	____________Zoology______________________________		
	
	 Campus	phone:		_____3859__________________________________	
	
	 Email	user	name:	_______tmpanhui@owu.edu	
	
ANTICIPATED	RESEARCH	DATES,	(ten	weeks):	 Requested	Number	of	Students:	
	
	 Beginning:					_____May	11__________________________	 	 one			__x__	
	
	 Ending:	 _______July	10_______________________			 two			____	
	
IF	REQUESTING	TWO	STUDENTS:		(Please	indicate	rationale	for	requesting	two	students,	including	
willingness	to	work	with	just	one	student,	if	that	is	all	that	can	be	placed	in	your	project.)	
	
	
	
	
MINIMUM	QUALIFICATIONS	OF	STUDENT	RESEARCHER		(be	as	specific	as	possible)	
	 	
Prefer	student	who	has	taken	one	or	more	of	the	following	courses:	anatomy,	physiology,	development,	
and	a	course	that	uses	microscopes.	
Prefer	student	who	is	familiar	with	microscopy	and	some	histology.	
Student	should	be	prepared	to	spend	many	hours	using	a	microscope,	 capturing	 images,	organizing	
micrographs	and	reading	scientific	literature.	This	will	require	lots	of	time	sitting	and	focusing.		
Student	will	need	to	be	well-organized	and	someone	who	pays	attention	to	detail.	
Student	will	need	good	note-taking	skills	and	know	how	to	use	excel	spreadsheets,	word,	and	preferably	
photoshop.	
Student	should	feel	comfortable	asking	for	clarification.	
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RESEARCH	PROJECT	INFORMATION	SHEET	

	

(Faculty	information	sheet)	
	

Submission	Deadline:	16	January	2020		
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DESCRIPTION	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	(attach	statement;	one	page	maximum)	
	
I	have	been	invited	by	the	editor	of	the	Journal	of	Morphology	to	prepare	and	submit	histology	data	on	
the	anatomy	of	the	Poeciliopsis	fish	ovary.	A	student	and	I	will	work	closely	together	on	already	prepared	
histological	 slides	 from	4	 species	of	Poceiliopsis.	This	work	will	 entail	microscopic	work	 and	 image	
capture	of	relevant	ovary	structures	for	each	species.	Micrographs	will	be	annotated	and	prepared	for	
publication	using	Adobe	PhotoShop	and	Word.	Scientific	literature	research	on	the	anatomical	features	
in	other	fish	ovaries	will	be	done	in	conjunction	with	the	microscopic	work.			
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GENERAL	AREA	OF	RESEARCH		(broad	overall	area	such	as	genetics,	biochemistry,	environmental	science,	etc.)	
Organic,	Inorganic	and	Organometallic	Chemistry	

SPECIFIC	TITLE	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	

Investigation	of	Dipyrrin	Ligands	for	the	Activation	of	Oxygen	

FACULTY	SUPERVISING	RESEARCH	

Name:		________________Allen	J.	Pistner	______________________________									

Department:	________________Chemistry__________________________	

Campus	phone:		______________x3519_________________________	

Email	user	name:	___________ajpistne@owu.edu___________________________	

ANTICIPATED	RESEARCH	DATES,	(ten	weeks):	 Requested	Number	of	Students:	

Beginning:					________5/18/20_______________________	 one			____	

Ending:	 ________7/24/20______________________	 two			__x__	

MINIMUM	QUALIFICATIONS	OF	STUDENT	RESEARCHER		(be	as	specific	as	possible)

CHEM	110,	111,	260,	and	261	(or	currently	enrolled	in	CHEM	261	Spring	2019)	
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DESCRIPTION	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	(attach	statement;	one	page	maximum)	
	
Ligand	scaffolds	that	possess	the	ability	to	participate	in	redox	activity	have	recently	been	an	active	area	
of	 research.	 The	 intriguing	 ability	 of	 these	 systems	 to	 act	 as	 an	 electron	 reservoir	 allows	 for	 the	
development	of	new	catalysts	even	when	coordinating	to	redox-inactive	metals.1-3	This	has	led	to	the	
increase	in	design	of	complexes	containing	earth-abundant	metals	capable	of	performing	transitions	
that	were	previously	reserved	for	expensive	rare-earth	metals.4-6		
	

	 This	project	will	continue	the	development	of	
a	bis(phenolate)dipyrrin	ligand	scaffold	that	will	
allow	for	the	redox	activity	to	be	tuned,	affording	
the	ability	to	influence	the	reactivity.	This	redox	
active	 ligand	 system	will	 be	 synthesized	 using	
the	 following	 route	 (Scheme	1),7	while	varying	
the	 electronic	 character	 of	 the	 R	 substituent.	
Students	working	over	the	summer	will	focus	on	
synthesizing	metal	complexes	and	characterizing	
them	 through	 NMR,	 uv-vis	 spectroscopy,	
electrochemistry,	etc.	along	with	evaluating	their	
catalytic	activity.		
 

The	multi-electron	 redox	activity	of	 the	dipyrrin	 ligand	scaffold	provides	 the	opportunity	 for	
catalysis	for	transformations	requires	more	than	two	electrons	typically	provided	by	the	change	in	the	

oxidation	state	of	the	central	metal.	The	ability	of	the	
ligand	scaffold	to	act	an	as	electron	reservoir	provides	
the	 opportunity	 to	 pursue	 challenging	
transformations	such	as	the	reduction	of	dioxygen	into	
water.		The	redox	activity	engendered	by	the	dipyrrin	
ligand	 scaffold	 make	 these	 promising	 candidates	 to	
serve	as	electrocatalysts	 for	the	reduction	of	O2	to	2	
H2O.	 This	 electrocatalytic	 activation	 of	 oxygen	 has	
potential	applications	in	the	construction	of	fuel	cells.8 
	
1 Blackmore, K. J.; Ziller, J. W.; Heyduk, A. F. Inorg. Chem., 2005, 44, 
5559. 

2 Haneline, M. R.; Heyduk, A. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2006, 128, 8410. 
3 Zarkesh, R. A.; Ziller, J. W.; Heyduk, A. F. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2008, 47, 4715. 
4 Lyaskovskyy, V.; de Bruin, B. ACS Catalysis, 2012, 2, 270.  
5 Praneeth, V. K. K.; Ringenberg, M. R.; Ward, T. R. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2012, 51, 10228. 
6 Luca, O. R.; Crabtree, R. H. Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013, 42, 1440. 
7 Nakano, K.; Kobayashi, K.; Nozaki, K. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133, 10720. 
8 Zhang, W.; Lai, W.; Cao, R. Chem. Rev., 2017, 117, 3717. 

 

 
Figure 1. The electrocatalytic reduction of 
oxygen using Co(dipyrrin). 
 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of dipyrrin complexes. 
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GENERAL	AREA	OF	RESEARCH		(broad	overall	area	such	as	genetics,	biochemistry,	environmental	science,	etc.)

Animal	Behavior,	Endocrinology,	Evolution	

SPECIFIC	TITLE	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	

Behavior,	physiology,	and	reproductive	success	in	two	species	of	North	American	wrens	

FACULTY	SUPERVISING	RESEARCH	

Name:		________Dustin	Reichard______________________________________								

Department:	_________Zoology_________________________________		

Campus	phone:		_________2890______________________________	

Email	user	name:	________dgreicha@owu.edu______________________________	

ANTICIPATED	RESEARCH	DATES,	(ten	weeks):	 Requested	Number	of	Students:	

Beginning:					__________May	11	(or	earlier)_____________________	 one			____	

Ending:	 __________July	31____________________			 two			__X__	

MINIMUM	QUALIFICATIONS	OF	STUDENT	RESEARCHER		(be	as	specific	as	possible)

• Must	be	able	to	wake	up	early	(pre-dawn)	and	hike	on	uneven	terrain	in	hot,	humid	conditions
in	the	presence	of	biting	insects	such	as	ticks,	mosquitos,	and	flies.

• Must	be	willing	to	handle	live	birds	(adults	and	nestlings)	and	collect	blood	samples	(no	previous
experience	necessary,	training	will	be	provided!)

• Completed	BIOL	122	(preferred)	or	BIOL	120
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DESCRIPTION	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	(attach	statement;	one	page	maximum)	
Research	in	my	lab	focuses	broadly	on	the	evolution	of	animal	communication	and	the	physiological	
mechanisms	of	behavior,	specifically	how	circulating	hormone	 levels	both	affect	and	are	affected	by	
different	behaviors.	We	investigate	these	topics	in	a	variety	of	free-living	(wild)	songbird	species,	and	
recently	our	focus	has	shifted	to	two	closely	related	species	of	wrens	that	both	nest	in	bird	boxes.	House	
and	 Carolina	Wrens	 differ	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 life	 history	 characteristics	 that	 make	 them	 a	 compelling	
comparative	 study	 system.	 House	wrens	 are	migratory,	 experience	 a	 shorter	 breeding	 season,	 and	
coexist	at	much	higher	densities	than	Carolina	Wrens,	which	are	sedentary	and	live	in	central	Ohio	year-
round.	My	lab	studies	both	species	using	a	collection	of	200	nest	boxes	in	the	Delaware	area.	Students	
that	work	 in	 the	 lab	gain	skills	 in	handling	and	extracting	birds	 from	mist	nets,	bird	banding,	blood	
sampling	 and	 processing,	 behavioral	 observation,	 audio	 recording,	 and	 field	 data	 collection	 and	
management.	In	the	summer	of	2020,	there	are	multiple	potential	research	projects	for	SSRP	students	
that	can	be	molded	to	each	individual	student’s	interest.	Here	are	brief	descriptions	of	two	possibilities:	
	

1. Factors	influencing	mate	switching	in	House	Wrens	
	 In	monogamous	mating	systems,	an	individual’s	reproductive	success	is	closely	tied	to	
the	quality	of	their	mate.	When	the	quality	of	one’s	mate	is	poor,	individuals	may	abandon	their	
mate	and	search	for	a	new	partner.	This	strategy,	known	as	mate	switching,	is	common	in	House	
Wrens,	but	both	the	proximate	and	ultimate	mechanisms	underlying	this	behavior	remain	poorly	
understood.	In	2019,	we	found	that	mate	switching	is	actually	the	dominant	mating	strategy	in	
our	House	Wren	population.	Nearly	all	of	 the	banded	pairs	dissolved	after	 their	 first	nesting	
attempt	 and	 each	 individual	 found	 a	 new	mate	 for	 their	 second	nesting	 attempt,	which	was	
completely	unexpected.	 In	2020,	we	will	 continue	 to	 compare	 the	phenotypes	 and	 fitness	of	
individuals	that	engage	in	mate	switching	to	those	that	do	not	to	expand	our	sample	size	and	
investigate	how	and	why	this	behavior	occurs.	We	will	collect	blood	samples	to	assess	paternity	
and	 circulating	 levels	 of	 stress	 hormones	 in	 addition	 to	 measuring	 other	 aspects	 of	 each	
individual’s	age,	condition,	and	level	of	parental	investment.	

	
2. Song	repertoire	size,	sharing,	and	fitness	in	House	and	Carolina	Wrens	

	 Animals	 use	 a	 variety	 of	 signals	 to	 attract	 mates	 and	 defend	 territories,	 and	 among	
songbirds,	 vocalizations	 are	 one	 of	 the	 most	 prominent	 forms	 of	 communication.	 The	 total	
number	of	unique	songs	that	an	individual	produces	is	referred	to	as	his/her	repertoire,	and	the	
repertoires	of	different	 individuals	 can	have	both	 shared	and	unshared	 song	 types.	Previous	
research	investigating	the	adaptive	role	of	song	repertoires	has	yielded	largely	mixed	results,	
and	 it	 remains	 unclear	 why	 repertoire	 sizes	 range	 from	 one	 to	 thousands	 of	 songs	 across	
different	species.	House	and	Carolina	Wrens	each	produce	small	repertoires	of	distinct	songs	that	
vary	in	length	and	complexity.	We	will	record	the	repertoires	of	individuals	of	both	species	and	
test	for	a	relationship	between	repertoire	size	and	reproductive	success.	We	will	also	estimate	
repertoire	sharing	between	males	on	neighboring	territories	and	test	for	a	relationship	between	
song	sharing	and	reproductive	success.	We	will	collect	song	recordings	actively	with	handheld	
parabolic	microphones	as	well	as	passively	with	automated	recordings	units	that	can	be	placed	
on	the	territory	of	individual	males	to	record	continuously	for	weeks	at	a	time.	Students	will	learn	
how	to	visualize	and	collect	measurements	from	these	recordings	using	bioacoustics	software.	
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GENERAL AREA OF RESEARCH  (broad overall area such as genetics, biochemistry, environmental science, etc.) 

REMOTE SENSING (GEOGRAPHY)  
 
SPECIFIC TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
Using satellite imagery to determine volume change of supraglacial melt lakes in West Greenland 
 
FACULTY SUPERVISING RESEARCH 
 
 Name:  DR. NATHAN ROWLEY__           
 
 Department: DEPT. OF GEOLOGY & GEOGRAPHY  
 
 Campus phone:  (740) 368-3619 
 
 Email user name: NSAMADOR@OWU.EDU 
 
ANTICIPATED RESEARCH DATES, (ten weeks): Requested Number of Students: 

 
 Beginning:     _25 May 2020_______________  one   _X__ 
 
 Ending:           _31 July 2020________________   two   ____ 
 
IF REQUESTING TWO STUDENTS:  (Please indicate rationale for requesting two students, including 
willingness to work with just one student, if that is all that can be placed in your project.) 
 
 
 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF STUDENT RESEARCHER  (be as specific as possible) 

  
• Must have experience working with remote sensing and GIS data 
• Must be able to work independently and think critically 
• Must be comfortable using large data sets 
• Be willing to learn (or have prior experience with): Excel, Matlab, ArcGIS  

 
 
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT (attach statement; one page maximum) 
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Using satellite imagery to determine volume change of supraglacial melt lakes 

 

The western coast of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) is extremely dynamic as it is the home to the world’s 

fastest-flowing glacier, Sermeq Kujalleq (commonly known as the Ilulissat Glacier or Jakobshavn Isbræ), 

flowing at ~14 km a-1 (Sundal et al., 2011). This 15 km-wide glacier has increased in velocity in the past 

two decades (Lemos et al., 2018) and much of its acceleration has been found to be sensitive to the 

observed enhanced surface melt within its catchment area (Tedesco et al., 2013). The ablation zone, or 

melt-zone, is the area of the ice sheet where summertime melting supersedes wintertime snowfall 

accumulation. An expansion of the ablation zone around the permiter of the GrIS drives the increasingly 

more negative GrIS mass balance. Specifically, the ablation zone near Sermeq Kujalleq has been observed 

to contain numerous supraglacial melt lakes (SGL) – lakes that form on top of the ice sheet due to surface 

melt – that form and drain within the summer months (Rowey et al., 2019). These lakes are significant as, 

when they hydrofracture, or drain, they inject surface meltwater (water that is greater than 0˚ C) into the 

glacier ice, often reaching the bedrock, 1000 – 1500 m below (Das et al., 2008). Hydrofracturing of SGL 

are discrete multi-hour (~ 48 h) events, that transport ~ 44,000,000 m3 of water lubricating the bed, and 

possibly provide the mechanism for the observed acceleration of ice flow in summer (Zwally et al., 2002; 

Rignot and Kanatgaratnam, 2006; Joughin et al., 2008; van de Wal et al., 2008).  

This work seeks to better understand the development of SGL in the Sermeq Kujalleq ablation zone, or 

SKAR, during the summertime months. Using satellite, Lidar (light detection and ranging), and weather 

station data, the student will first acquire a robust data set ranging 20 years and will aid in identifying 

supraglacial melt lakes, and generating statistics on these lakes, such as area and volume. We will employ 

three predominant methods for calculating volume, which include: 1) a simple melt-production model 

(driven by atmospheric forcing), 2) a depth-reflectance technique developed by Lampkin et al. (2013), 

and 3) a novel GIS-based technique relying solely on remotely-sensed data. These approaches will allow 

us to better understand the mechanisms of SGL evolution across vast swaths of the GrIS.   
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GENERAL	AREA	OF	RESEARCH		(broad	overall	area	such	as	genetics,	biochemistry,	environmental	science,	etc.)	
Chemistry, Interfacial Chemistry, Atmospheric/Environmental Chemistry  
	
SPECIFIC	TITLE	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	
	
Probing molecular organization of atmospherically-relevant interfaces using surface tension techniques 
	
FACULTY	SUPERVISING	RESEARCH	
	
	 Name:		____Dr. Bethany Rudd_________________________					 	 	
	
	 Department:	_____Chemistry_________________________	 	
	
	 Campus	phone:		____740-368-3527__________________	
	
	 Email	user	name:	______barudd@owu.edu___________	
	
ANTICIPATED	RESEARCH	DATES,	(ten	weeks):	 Requested	Number	of	Students:	
	
	 Beginning:					___May 11, 2020__________	 	 one			_X_	
	
	 Ending:	 ___July 17, 2019__________			 two			____	
	
IF	REQUESTING	TWO	STUDENTS:	 	(Please	indicate	rationale	for	requesting	two	students,	including	
willingness	to	work	with	just	one	student,	if	that	is	all	that	can	be	placed	in	your	project.)	
	
MINIMUM	QUALIFICATIONS	OF	STUDENT	RESEARCHER		(be	as	specific	as	possible)	
	 	
The student should have successfully completed general chemistry (CHEM 110, 111). Ideal candidates have 
proficiency in basic laboratory skills such as solution preparation and titration. This project will involve data 
analysis using graphing software.  Some of the laboratory techniques utilized in this study are not taught in 
typically chemistry courses, so highly motivated freshmen/sophomores are also encouraged to apply.  
	
	
DESCRIPTION	OF	RESEARCH	PROJECT	(attach	statement;	one	page	maximum)	
The overall goal of research performed in my lab is to understand the organization of surface-active species 
at the air-aqueous interface in both simple and complex systems of environmental significance. Due to its 
nature as a two-dimensional boundary between phases, the air-aqueous interface is a unique chemical 
environment. The properties (acidity, reactivity, etc.) of surface-active molecules at the interface differ from 
properties in the bulk.1,2 Surface-active molecules (surfactants) self-assemble at the interface due to the 
intermolecular forces in their molecular structure. The hydrophobic portion of the surfactant forces the 
molecule to the interface, while the hydrophilic headgroup anchors the molecule to the surface due to its 
favorable interaction with water molecules. Examples of such molecules are presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of various surfactants. R represents a hydrocarbon chain that usually consists of at least eight 
carbon atoms. 
 
Many atmospherically relevant air-aqueous interfaces contain a surfactant contribution which significantly 
alters their physical and chemical properties. Upon wind action on an ocean or lake surface, aerosols are 
released to the atmosphere and are coated with a complex mixture of organic surface-active molecules which 
are enriched in the uppermost layer of the body of water.3 The chemical compositions of these bodies of water 
are significantly different; lakes have lower ion concentrations and greater organic composition whereas 
seawater concentrations are higher in ions and lower in organics. As such, the composition of the interface of 
the water bodies themselves and their subsequent spray aerosol emissions are expected to have unique 
physicochemical properties.4-6  The characterization of the structure of these films has a significant impact on 
the understanding and prediction of global climate, as the composition and properties of the interface directly 
affects the reactivity, reflectivity, and nucleation ability of these particles.7,8  
 
The research proposed in my lab will begin with a bottom-up approach to 
study the interfacial molecular structure of proxy systems representing the 
organic (fatty acids, sterols, alcohols, proteins, etc.) and ionic (Na+, Ca2+, trace 
metals, etc.) composition of lake spray aerosol (LSA) and sea spray aerosol 
(SSA). Over the course of these studies, the interfacial systems will increase 
in complexity through the addition of multiple organic species, ions, and pH 
changes to mimic that of real LSA and SSA. Surface tension measurements 
will be the primary method used in our study of these interfacial systems.  
 
Pictured in Figure 2 is a schematic of a Langmuir trough which allows for, among many things, the 
determination of surface tension as a function of molecular area of insoluble surfactants. This is a new 
instrument at OWU and the student in this research project will have a unique opportunity to become an expert 
in its use. Briefly, a lipid solution of known concentration is deposited dropwise onto a clean aqueous surface. 
As these surfactants are anchored to the surface via the hydrophilic headgroup, compression of the surface area 
via moveable barriers will result in changes in surface tension. Plots of surface pressure (defined as the 
difference between the surface tension of the bare subphase and that of the monolayer-covered surface (𝛾" −
𝛾)) versus mean molecular area (area/molecule) can be further analyzed to gain information on molecular 
ordering, including properties such as the compressibility of the film and the miscibility of mixed lipid systems. 
Static surface tension measurements (i.e. without compression) can also be conducted for soluble surfactants 
through alternative experimental configurations. 
 
Upon the anticipated publication of this research, student(s) involved will be recognized as co-authors. It is the 
overarching goal that the data collected and published in my lab may be used to improve global climate models 
to account for the surface properties of organic-coated LSA and SSA particles emitted from freshwater and 
seawater systems.  
 
References 
1B. A. Wellen, E. A. Lach, H. C. Allen, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2017, 19, 26551-26558 | 2H.-J. Butt, K. Graf and M. Kappl, Physics and Chemistry of 
Interfaces, Wiley-VCH, Weinheim, 2013. | 3R. E. Cochran, O. Laskina, T. Jayarathne, A. Laskin, J. Laskin, P. Lin, C. Sultana, C. Lee, K. A. Moore, C. D. 
Cappa, T. H. Bertram, K. A. Prather, V. H. Grassian and E. A. Stone, Environ. Sci. Technol., 2016, 50, 2477–2486. |[7] 4N. W. May, J. L. Axson, A. Watson, 
K. A. Pratt, A. P. Ault, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 2016, 9, 4311-4325. | 5J. L. Axson, N. W. May, I. D. Colon-Bernal, K. A. Pratt, A. P. Ault, Environ. Sci. 
Technol., 2016, 50, 9835-9845. | 6N. W. May, N. E. Olson, M. Panas, J. L. Axson, P. S. Tirella, R. M. Kirpes, R. L. Craig, M. J. Gunsch, S. China, A. Laskin, 
A. P. Ault, K. A. Pratt, Environ. Sci. Technol., 2018, 52, 397-405. | 7T. H. Bertram, R. E. Cochran, V. H. Grassian, E. A. Stone, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2018, 47, 
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Figure 2. Schematic of monolayer 
compression in a Langmuir trough. 
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This project studies the effect of coupling two or more current-biased Josephson junctions (JJs), which are 
superconducting tunnel junctions, by means of linear or nonlinear circuit elements, e.g. a nanomechanical oscillator 
or another JJ, respectively. The focus is on two particular aspects of this coupling: the effect on synchronization of 
the voltage across the JJs, and the effect on tunneling and decoherence rates of each JJ when biased so as to operate 
as so-called phase qubits. Classical and Quantum Synchronization: Systems of limit-cycle oscillators show a wealth 
of interesting behaviors. For example, synchronization due to coupling of the oscillators has been experimentally 
observed in many systems in many scientific disciplines such as physics, chemistry, and biology. On theoretical 
grounds, the Kuramoto model, describing the dynamics of N globally-coupled oscillators of phase , angular 

velocity , and coupling strength K, , has provided important insight into 

the nature of a synchronization transition itself. JJ arrays, which have been theoretically linked to the Kuramoto model 
in certain geometries, are perhaps the quintessential nonlinear system for studying the causes and stability of 
synchronous behavior. Well-controlled, modern fabrication techniques allow the design of JJ arrays with precise 
geometries and junction parameters. The result is an exquisitely controlled “test bed” for the study of complex 
dynamical systems. This computational project involves the simulation of JJs coupled both to each other as well as 
to external loads that could result in synchronous time-dependent behavior of the junction voltages. For example, one 
goal is to determine if coupling a nanomechanical oscillator to a JJ array can result in stable synchronization of the 
junctions in the array. Such coupled nanomechanical-oscillator and JJ systems are currently of interest because of 
their potential use as quantum bits and because of the expanding expertise in fabricating high-Q mechanical 
oscillators on the microscopic scale. This project is highly suitable to undergraduates because the model for a current-
biased JJ is analogous to that of a damped, driven, nonlinear pendulum, and the JJ can be treated in either a classical 
or quantum limit, depending on its size and other physical characteristics. For junctions in the classical limit, the 
pendulum analogy allows students to build up physical intuition about the behavior of single junctions. They can then 
focus on learning new physics based on how multiple junctions behave when coupled. Students with a stronger 
physics and mathematics background can study the synchronization of JJs in the quantum limit by learning about 
numerical techniques for solving the Schrödinger equation for an open system. Such a more challenging project is of 
considerable interest, since the phenomenon of quantum synchronization is still not well understood. The project 
involves a combination of analytical work and computation (Mathematica and Python, or Fortran). 
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